Wiley Systems partners with CodeMeter, a leading provider of software protection solutions, to deliver comprehensive security for its DMCA-compliant software. CodeMeter is a highly effective solution for securing digital assets, protecting intellectual property, and ensuring data integrity.

**Wiley Systems’ mission:**
To deliver high-quality software solutions that meet the needs of its customers.

**CodeMeter’s mission:**
To protect software assets from unauthorized access and use.

**Interview with Michael Schulte, President and CEO of Wiley Systems:**

**Interviewer:** What are the main areas of activity of the company?

**Michael Schulte:** Wiley Systems is dedicated to excellence in software development, project management, and security. Our goal is to ensure that our customers have access to the latest technology and services that help them meet their business objectives.

**Interviewer:** What is the role of CodeMeter in Wiley Systems’ operations?

**Michael Schulte:** CodeMeter is a critical component of our software protection strategy. It helps us protect our intellectual property and ensure the integrity of our software solutions. By integrating CodeMeter into our products, we can offer our customers a secure and reliable solution.

**Interviewer:** How does CodeMeter contribute to Wiley Systems’ competitive advantage?

**Michael Schulte:** CodeMeter’s advanced encryption and licensing capabilities give us a significant edge in the market. Its ability to protect against unauthorized access and use helps us maintain a competitive advantage in the software industry.

**Interviewer:** What are the future plans for Wiley Systems?

**Michael Schulte:** Our goal is to continue to innovate and improve our services. We are committed to staying at the forefront of technology and delivering solutions that meet the needs of our customers.
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**E.E. What are the benefits of using CodeMeter for Wiley Systems?**

**Benefits of CodeMeter for Wiley Systems:**

1. **Increased security:** CodeMeter’s advanced encryption and licensing capabilities provide secure and reliable protection for Wiley Systems’ software solutions.
2. **Enhanced customer trust:** Wiley Systems can ensure that its software is secure and protected from unauthorized access and use, building trust with its customers.
3. **Competitive advantage:** By offering secure and reliable software solutions, Wiley Systems can gain a competitive edge in the software industry.
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**Wiley Systems and CodeMeter collaboration:**

Wiley Systems and CodeMeter have partnered to offer software protection solutions that meet the needs of the software industry. By integrating CodeMeter into their products, Wiley Systems can offer customers a secure and reliable solution.

---

**Conclusion:**

Wiley Systems and CodeMeter are committed to delivering high-quality software solutions that meet the needs of their customers. By partnering with CodeMeter, Wiley Systems can offer customers a secure and reliable solution that protects their intellectual property and ensures the integrity of their software solutions.

---

**Follow us:**

Follow Wiley Systems on LinkedIn for updates on our latest news and announcements.

---

**About Wiley Systems:**

Wiley Systems is a leading provider of software protection solutions. Our mission is to deliver high-quality software solutions that meet the needs of our customers. We are committed to staying at the forefront of technology and delivering solutions that meet the needs of our customers.

---

**Contact Us:**

For more information, please contact us at info@wileysystems.com.